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 The Shield 
 

 
 
 

We have created a unique crystal product called the Shield, a pendent that continuously 
broadcasts a range of precise frequencies working in harmony to shield the mind and 
body. Drawing from extraordinary new information about rocks and stones and how 
particular stone recipes can serve as a support system to enhance one’s journey towards 
spiritual maturity, this presentation introduces the nine stones that comprise the Shield 
and explains how they work together to create mental clarity and protection with physical 
grounding and well-being.  
 
The extraordinary technology used to record and infuse the properties of the nine stones 
into the three crystal components that comprise the Shield—consisting of two triangles 
and one rain drop crystal—is also described.  
 
The design of the Shield begins with three Swarovsky crystals (see photo.) Each is 
imprinted with a specific stone recipe. The technology employed for the imprinting process 
is able to record the vital force signature of each stone and then amplify and infuse it 
precisely into each crystal matrix for storage and frequency broadcast.  
 
The three components of the Shield include: (1) a clear crystal triangle (upper section) 
imprinted with five stones functioning as one set to create a psychic immune system; (2) 
a lower crystal triangle holding the recordings of three stones that work together to 
ground the body and balance the body’s atomic orbits and polarities and (3) a rain drop 
crystal that attaches to the bottom triangle with the recording of one of Earth’s rarest 
stones emanating a frequency that supplants negative egos.  
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The Shield Concept  
Background and Physics  

 
To understand and appreciate the creative workings of the Shield, certain concepts are 
described, including the no defense system for the psyche of the mind, atomic orbits and 
how they function in the human body and the role of balanced polarities for vibrant 
health. The specific functions of each of the three components of the Shield are profiled 
below along with the properties of each of the nine stones that constitute the recipe for 
the Shield effect.  
 
 

Upper Triangle Crystal:  
Generating A Psychic Immune System 

 
Every human being has a psyche. At our current stage of evolution, the psychic of the 
mind has few natural defenses. One day, 10,000 years in the future, the human species 
will develop a ‘psychic immune system’ but at the present time, we are without one. The 
body has a physical immune system but the mind has no immune system.  
 
Without a psychic immune system, you can feel invaded or pushed around by the 
emotions of other people. Nothing protects your psyche better than your own perception 
that ‘everything is going to be better than imagined.’ If you are a person who has begun 
to experience the magical journey of using your perception to create a better-than-
imagined reality, there are additional steps you can also take to shield the psyche.  
 
People who seek greater spiritual maturity—those learning to open and feel their world 
without judgment—can over time become more and more ‘non-physical.’ When you start 
to develop greater intuition, knowingness and other psychic gifts as a result of a more 
non-physical state, the value of a psychic immune system increases.  
 
Without a psychic immune system, you can feel that people sometimes dump on you. As 
you get more sensitive, you can sense you are being pushed around by social 
consciousness. When you have resentment coming at you and you are without a natural 
defense, it can cut into your life force.  
 
Human beings are a social species. Until you can individuate from the social collective, 
you can sometimes experience the anxiety and fear of social consciousness. With no 
psychic immune system to offer protection from the collective fear or destroying signals 
that come from others, there is value in creating your own defense measures (along with 
your better-than-imagined belief system) that provides a form of psyche cover or Shield 
while you pursue your spiritual journey.  
 
There are five stones in the world that create a psychic immune system to boost your 
psychic defenses when brought together as a set. Each of the five stones is exceptional by 
itself, but their combination creates a unique psychic shield. The first triangle of the Shield 
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contains the properties of those five stones. When you first receive your crystal Shield and 
hold it in your hand, you want to make it clear to your body that the five stones in the 
upper triangle are working as a set.  
 
The five psychic immune stones are (1) sulimen, (2) transylvania quartz, (3) lemurian 
light crystal, (4) morion black quartz and (5) black tourmaline.  
 
Some of these five stones are hard to come by. We have found quality specimens of each 
of them to create the upper portion of the Shield. We have recorded their properties and 
frequencies and imprinted each of them into the upper triangle crystal matrix.  
 
Here are the properties of the five psychic immune system stones that have been infused 
into the first part of the Shield.  
 

Sulimen  

If you were a medium, sulimen would be wonderful to own. It stops the emotional debris 
of others from being deposited in your field or body. When someone wants to dump off 
their anger, they can’t do it with sulimen around. It’s a strong protector. It prevents 
‘possession’ and keeps out other people’s junk. It is also a tantric stone—a very advanced, 
sexual stone—and carries the knowledge of spiritual sexuality. It has been used for 
centuries as a stone for sexual appropriateness.  
 
Sulimen is a stone that comforts deeply. When using it for your psychic immune system, 
you don’t want to use it on other clients. Use a second stone when working on others.  
 
Sulimen is a mineral that can alter the natural states of matter. In ancient times, it was a 
stone for magic. In the Shield, it becomes your Harry Potter cloak for hiding you from 
social consciousness. 
 

Lemurian Light Crystal  

The lemurian light crystal is an intelligent stone. With only two small sources existing in 
the world, it is treasured by any healer who owns one. It wants to have a conversation 
with you. When you put it next to any chakra, anything you want to do with that chakra is 
going to create a dialogue as to why you’re doing it or why don’t you try this instead of 
that. Wherever you put it, it’s going to have a conversation with you. Placed next to the 
throat, it can relieve your blocked expression. Placed by the heart, you aren’t alone 
anymore in the world. We used two exceptional lemurian light crystals from Indonesia in 
the recording and imprinting process, both of them green with gold and brown strands in 
their internal matrix.  
 
One of the world’s most awesome stones, the lemurian light crystal will network your 
other psychic stones to get your psychic immune rocks all working in the same direction 
to Shield your mind.  
 

Transylvania Quartz 

Having many single crystal points called ‘vampire fingers,’ this rare stone is known by 
healers for keeping the ‘vampires away.’ It is sought after by healers who want to prevent 
themselves from being drained by others. It feels wonderful to hold. When using the 
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stone, it can turn black from taking on negativity; but then it clears itself and returns to 
its beautiful dark yellow color. Books do not typically describe it, and the Earth mine 
where it comes from has been closed. For our Shield crystal, we have been able to imprint 
a rare, exceptionally large Transylvania quartz stone. 

 
Morion Black Quartz 

Morion black quartz doesn’t allow ‘cling-ons’ to attach to you. It makes a frequency that is 
experienced as a bad smell to the ‘dead zone’ as if you were spoiling and rotting. Morion 
black quartz increases the malleability of your tensile strength too. With a strong and 
malleable tensile strength, no one can penetrate you.  
 
Morion black quartz also goes deep into you to dig out the negativity. It will go to where 
the anger is coming from and bring it to the surface. It cleans out debris after a rage. 
Rage is typically a repression not an expression. Morion black quartz will bring up the rage 
as an expression. It works as an anti-depressant to release the pent up stuff.  
 
 

Black Tourmaline 

Black tourmaline reflects all negativity. Negativity comes from negative human thoughts 
as a dense and heavy energy that tends to settle and gather at the ankles and knees. To 
pull off that negativity, black tourmaline has few equals. Black tourmaline works on the 
‘dark side’ of a person, bringing it up and letting it go. Many healers understand how 
valuable it is. When you place Black Tourmaline between your two ankles, you give 
yourself a brilliant strategy to assure the arrival of some clarity whenever negativity has 
come in. It keeps your mind clear. It also keeps bringing up those buried demons until 
they clear.  
 
The so-called dark side is not the same for each person, but for most people, it holds the 
emotion of guilt that was denied. Denied guilt gets pushed into that unconscious 
basement where the door slams shut sealing in your denial guilt. Black Tourmaline cleans 
denial guilt out of that basement and roots out some of those negative egos in the 
process.  
 
Black tourmaline won’t allow negativity to come in. For the person who decides they don’t 
need denial guilts and negative egos, here is a wonderful companion for taking back your 
power. It sends negativity back to where it came from. It keeps your biofield clear, 
negativity out and the mind calm.  
 
To create the Shield recipe, we used a very large schrol black tourmaline of excellent 
quality in which millions of tiny crystals come together as one crystal growth.  
 
 
 

Lower Triangle Crystal: 
The Body Shield 

 
If you wanted advice on how to be the happiest, most well adjusted human being on Earth 
on a journey to evolve with ease and grace, two suggestions should be at the top of your 
list: (1) get rid of the guilt and (2) balance your atomic orbits and polarities.  
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Atomic orbits are not chakras but are located as bands at each of the chakra locations in 
your biofield. Atomic orbits and polarities are tied into each other. You want them both 
balanced. Most human beings from the time of their conception to their death have never 
experienced a truly balanced system of body orbits.  
 
Every human body has atomic orbits consisting of bands or rings that surround the body 
horizontally. Each orbit is a ring of light whose color matches the color of the chakra it 
circles. Each chakra has one orbit resembling a hoola-hoop circling the body. There are 
seven additional bands that form more distant rings after the first orbit closest to the 
body. Atomic orbits have the appearance of orbiting planets in a solar system with you as 
the center sun.  
 
Every orbit staying in balance is very important. The orbits feed the chakras so that 
energy flows into the body to make it healthier and happier. When orbits are balanced, 
you enjoy being alive. 
  
Orbits can also fall down like dominos. When one orbit falls, it can take out the others. 
Loosing your orbits is one consequence of not being grounded. Being pushed around by 
other people’s emotional debris is another consequence. That happens when your orbits 
crash or go out of balance.  
 
Getting ‘dumped on’ takes different forms. You may have chosen parents who gave you 
genetics with sensitivity to other people’s thoughts because you wanted psychic gifts 
(‘thin membranes’). This made you more susceptible to feeling the anxiety that washes 
through you from social consciousness or the displeasure that someone may direct at you 
with their emotional spray. People with thick membranes, who think they may not have 
much intuition, can be dumped on too, but tend not to realize it. They put that negativity 
dump into their stomach area or intestines where they hope the body will excrete it. When 
the atomic orbits are balanced, whether you are sensitive to other people’s energies or 
not, the deposit of emotional junk coming from others stops.  
 
Anything you have ever avoided or stuffed into your unconscious mind can cause an orbit 
to go out of balance. When two orbits go out of balance, your polarities will crash.  
 
Consider the heart orbit. This is a green band that circles the heart area. Let’s say you fall 
in love and then move out of love because you are hurt or feel yourself a victim. As you 
move away from the love of your life, you protect yourself by tilting the heart orbit away 
from its horizontal plane. Broken hearts that never want to love again in order to avoid 
the hurt can tilt the heart orbit enough to miss the heart connection. When the heart orbit 
is tilted or simply dropped down to the solar plexus or feet, it causes a nasty depression.  
 
If you want to experience the body chemistry of joy, your atomic orbits need to be 
balanced. When your orbits are out of balance, your body chemistry changes, putting 
more stress and strain on the organs and causing them to wear out quicker. 
  
Balanced orbits and a healthy body go hand in hand.  
 
Now consider the pancreas. Here is the body’s youngest organ, still evolving, but having 
the big responsibility of regulating the human sugar gene. When the sugar gene is on, 
here come the sugar-related problems including diabetes, obesity, anorexic eating 
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disorders or even bulimia (self induced vomiting.) This is also the gene that determines 
whether you are addicted. The pancreas holds the solution to addictions and sugar 
diseases. When the orbit at the solar plexus is out of balance, gets tilted or falls to the 
ground, the pancreas turns off and the sugar gene goes on.  
 
For people shifting out of the social collective to experience the deep freedom of 
individuation, balanced orbits are both a necessity and a priority.  
 
The lower triangle of the Shield was created to balance atomic orbits and polarities. The 
three best stones on Earth for that purpose are imprinted into the lower triangle of the 
Shield—axinite, magnesite and vesuvianite. Each of these stones has been found in an 
exceptional quality and imprinted into the bottom Shield triangle.  
 
Here are the stone properties of the lower triangle Body Shield.  
 

Axinite 

One of the best stones in the world for balancing your orbits, axinite, first balances your 
orbits and then balances your orbits with those of the Earth. Axinite balances both your 
orbits and your polarities.  
 
Axinite is typically only available in small pieces, somewhat flat about the size of a nickel. 
Large pieces of axinite are rare. We were able to find a very large smooth crystal pattern 
of museum-quality axinite from China for imprinting into the Shield. 
 
How does axinite work? Virtually everyone has crashed orbits. Having had multiple sexual 
partners throws out your polarities. Axinite restores polarities while grounding you to the 
Earth. As you become more non-physical, axinite will assist you to function more like 
‘normal people.’ With axinite, you can be physical without the density.  
 
Axinite is simply the best stone on Earth for balancing orbits. It will also aid you when 
moving out of all self-aggrandizement.  
 

Vesuvianite 

Vesuvianite has been included in the Body Shield lower triangle because axinite and 
vesuvianite so compliment and strengthen each other. For a dark stone, vesuvianite is 
one of the most highly energetic stones in the world. Most high-energy stones are clear 
but this one is dark. A form of garnet, vesuvianite causes you to have the feeling of being 
safe and comforted.  
 
Vesuvianite unites the heart with the will and desire. It helps you with what your heart 
wants and gives you the will to accomplish it. It literally brings the heart and will together 
for those wanting to learn how to take their ‘good heart’ and focus it. This stone assists 
you in accomplishing your heart’s desire.  
 
If you are getting ready to make a change with a job or career or new direction, 
vesuvianite is the world’s premier change stone. It helps with change more than any other 
stone. You will use your vesuvianite for many things, especially when you want to create 
enthusiasm for life. It resolves the battle between the ego and the self.  
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Let’s say, you want to activate your opiate receptor sites or you know the recipe for a life 
hormone but feel there is no flavor in it and the results are like the cooking of a zombie. 
You want your body to feel excitement about putting some passion into your opiate sites 
or life hormone. If you have taught yourself to close down, not dream or put passion into 
things because you might get hurt or disappointed, you want vesuvianite in your body’s 
kitchen. It holds the vibration of integrated wholeness. It creates passion in the body and 
assists you to find your true path or calling in life.  
 
Vesuvianite frees the unconscious mind so that it can come up to the conscious level. 
When you release your unconscious mind, that’s when you learn most about who you are. 
Most of your passions and desires come from that area of the mind. Everyone has a 
reason for being in the world. Vesuvianite is one of the best stones available to assist you 
to find out what your true calling is. It also releases negative attachments and keeps them 
released.  
 
Polarity is a term that applies to circuitry and attachments. Vesuvianite is an antigen for 
circuits and attachments when you are on a journey to find and shield your authentic Self.  
 

Magnisite 

Magnisite is a stone that can be hard to find. For imprinting the Body Shield, we used a 
large clear magnisite stone of extraordinary quality from Brumado, Bahia, Brazil. 
 
Magnisite is excellent for balancing the polarities of the blood. When blood goes through 
the fingers of the hand as you hold it, it will recharge the blood, taking stress off of the 
heart.  
 
If you are able to find your own magnisite, you want to remember that it dissolves in 
water.  
 
Magnesite has a magnetic charge to it that is not common to the Earth’s bi-polar 
magnetics. The human heart uses a type of magnetics closer to the magnetics of 
magnisite. It recharges the blood simply by holding it in your hand. A healer working with 
a person who has had injuries with inflammation can hold the stone in their hand while 
massaging the energy away from the site of the injury. Some of its strongest uses occur 
when you hold it in your hands. It is also good for circulation at the knees. It will deal with 
any retroviral that turns against the body or attacks the body such as AIDS or arthritis. It 
has a sucking motion like a pump, sucking and pulling. It can slow down a massive heart 
attack.  
 
You want to be a caretaker and not an owner of magnisite. It is a highly sought-after 
stone and ends up in the hands of people who can use it. Witches, shamans and healers 
have fought over it. It works especially well on the healer who heals. It keeps the body 
young and rejuvenated. 
 
Magnisite cleans the chakras, starting at the solar plexus and cleaning all the chakras 
down (at the same time) then it moves up to the heart and then to the lower throat.  
 
Magnisite shifts polarities. Not many stones do that. It can flip your orbits, which is the 
way you clean your orbits. Magnisite is also good for sexual improvement as it unclogs the 
base seal.  
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When you feel invaded by others that means your orbits are crashed. Anytime you are 
exhausted and can’t see a reason for it, your orbits have crashed. You can only get sick 
when your orbits have crashed. When a person is born with crashed orbits, magnisite is 
very empowering.  
 
Magnisite will assist the person who is bi-polar. If you live with or know a ‘polarity flipper,’ 
this is someone who can flip other people’s polarities by walking through a room. They 
tend to be bi polar, often depressive and miserable one moment, then as the polarities 
shift direction, higher than a kite the next. They can flip their orbits by being able to flip 
other people’s orbits. That can make anyone they are around feel miserable. They are not 
conscious of doing this but they are able to shift a valve in the brain causing their own 
polarities to drop. It can cause other people nearby to feel low or crashed. They are able 
to go from low to high to low again by affecting someone else.  
 
Magnisite works with polarities and will assist you in keeping your own orbits balanced 
and shielded from outside polarity influences. Magnisite shifts your polarities and balances 
your orbits. 
 
 

Rain Drop Crystal Bottom: 
Supplants Negative Egos 

 
Your own negative egos want to sabotage the beauty and power of your Shield. Negative 
egos become empowered when you blame or believe yourself the victim. The rain drop 
crystal attached to the bottom triangle of the Shield is imprinted with a rare stone called 
the Serpent Stone able to supplant negative egos.  
 

Serpent Stone 
 
An awesome mysterious crystal not made from silica and double the weight of other 
stones, the serpent removes negative egos. One of the rarest stones on Earth to possess, 
there is only one location where it is found—in caves beneath a particular section of the 
Mekong River in Thailand. Only native monks are legally allowed to collect them. As the 
local story goes, there are ‘serpents’ that live by the caves where the stones grow. There 
are pictures of the serpents that suggest a unique type of fish some 20 feet long and 
about one foot wide. It is a flat fish and does exist. In the month of November each year, 
the ‘serpent’ appears in the water. After that appearance, people for hundreds of years 
have claimed to witness red balls of light shooting out from the river at that particular 
location. The caves beneath the river are accessible only at this time and only selected 
monks are allowed to go into the caves to gather serpent stones.  
 
In Thailand, to own a serpent stone is considered to possess the crown jewels of the 
country. Only a person selected by the monks for their spiritual maturity have one. If a 
household receives this stone, it is passed down for generations like an inheritance.  
 
The serpent stone is not silica and the metal in the stone is not lead or iron or anything 
known on Earth. Universities that have studied the stone’s properties can’t say what 
causes its heavy weight. It is an extraordinary healing stone emanating very high 
frequencies that supports the owner to remove what he or she wants to remove, including 
negative egos. Similar to the lemurian light crystal, a serpent stone is talkative and 
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intelligent. We have imprinted two rare specimens, one black and one clear, into the rain 
drop crystal that comprises the bottom section of the Shield.  
 
The serpent stone is considered to be an oracle supporting spiritually mature people by 
bringing them wisdom, enlightenment and a quickening. The black serpent opens one’s 
‘negative karma’ and lets it go. The white serpent brings your ‘positive karma’ to you and 
activates it.  
 
A black and white serpent stone have been infused into the Shield to supplant negative 
egos.  
 
 
 

The Stunning Jewelry Piece 
 
Each Shield is elegantly hand-wrapped in silver by Ashland, Oregon, artist, Sharon 
Lawrence – www.sharonscreativeart.com. 
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The Shield Petite 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This beautiful, smaller, subtle Shield design graces close to the neckline. 
It contains all the frequencies of The Shield,  

with the Body Shield and Psychic Immune System recipes  
contained in the two outer cone-shaped pieces  

and the Serpent Stone frequency in the little cube in the middle. 
The back is finished with two little Black Tourmaline beads. 
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~~~ 
 

 
The Imprinting Technology 
The Science of Vital Force 

 
The scientist credited with creating this unique imprinting process is Dr. Yury Kronn, a 
renowned quantum radio physicist whose proprietary technology can generate, amplify, 
record and imprint the energy signature or vital force of any element on the periodic table 
into virtually any material. The result is an extraordinary influence coming from an 
imprinted crystal, safely and non-invasively delivered into the human body.  
 
The technology is similar to the science that harnesses electromagnetic energy. Vital 
Force technology can generate and amplify specific subtle energy patterns, transmit them 
and imprint them not unlike the methods used to record electromagnetic signals. The 
technology used to create these unique crystals has four distinctive features: 
 

! Generate the energy of the selected stone  
! Record the generated energy pattern for permanent storage 
! Imprint the recorded energy signature into a debris-free crystal matrix  
! Reproduce the benefits of that imprinting through a consistent, repeatable, 

standardized production system 
 
The technology employs a three-part process comprised of (1) a tunable plasma-based 
generator able to formulate subtle energy patterns, (2) a Vital Force/subtle energy 
storage system, and (3) an infusing system that can imprint any Vital Force pattern into 
almost any physical substance. The three-stage process creates safe, stable and 
repeatable formulations of subtle energy to enhance specific biological functions in the 
human body—from physiological to psychological.  
 
Subtle energy is the stuff of the sub-atomic world. It does not appear on the 
electromagnetic spectrum nor register on the Hertz scale—the universally accepted 
standard for energy measurement. A vital force cannot be measured although its effects 
are everywhere to be found. An example of a vital force field influencing the life of every 
human being is the chemical/electrical matrix emitted by the skin of every human body. 
Although this energy field is a natural component of the body’s own complex mechanism 
and has been sensed by people for ages (and recorded by certain photographic equipment 
many times), the human biofield has not been observed, measured or extensively studied 
by our conventional science. Measured or not, subtle energy is the essence or vital force 
of every material.  
 
When recording the vital force of a stone or mineral, no damage or modifying change 
occurs to the recorded substance. The vital force of a rare stone like the lemurian light 
crystal or serpent stone with their exceptional healing properties can be affordably 
distributed for the benefit of the world. In addition, the stone’s vital force can be delivered 
without any unpredictable variations. The properties and frequencies of the stone are fully 
infused into the crystal. Once a vital force is recorded by the technology, it can be stored 
in inventory, imprinted into a crystal and delivered with perfect consistency with 
exceptional quality control.  
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Proceeds from the Shield go to support the cost of the Shield and the work of the 
Foundation for Humanity. Stone recipes used in the Shield were discovered by AD and are 
based on the teachings of Sheradon Bryce  
 
 
 
The Shield  

Price: $175 (+ S&H) 
 
 
The Shield Petite  

Price: $55 (+ S&H) 
 
 
To order:  

 
E-Mail: Kirsten@ffh.org 
Call: 303-579-5388 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

www.ffh.org 
 


